Write the conjunctions as a list and number them randomly 1 – 6. Now roll a dice. Finish the sentence below using whichever conjunction your dice matches to. Repeat as many times as you need to!

Conjunctions:

and  because  until  so  but  whenever

Sentence:

The alien looked down at planet Earth ________________

Look at the list of sentences below. Now write those sentences as a paragraph, joining the sentences together using the conjunction that you think best fits. Keep one sentence short for dramatic impact and only one conjunction in each sentence!

The strange, silver ship moved slowly down from the sky.
It landed on the grass.
The children were nervous.
They couldn’t stop watching it.
There was a clicking sound.
A small door opened at the side of space craft.
The children moved closer.
They wanted to get a clearer view.
They saw something move inside.
There it was.
A real life alien space being.